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Abstract (en)
The invention relates to a cleaning bucket and a cleaning kit using same. The cleaning bucket includes a bucket body; a partition is provided in
the bucket body; the partition partitions a water storage space in the bucket body into a clean water area and a cleaning area; a water pumping
mechanism is further provided in the bucket body; a water inlet end of the water pumping mechanism communicates with the clean water area
and a water outlet end of the water pumping mechanism communicates with the cleaning area. According to the invention, the partition horizontally
partitions the water storage space in the bucket body into the clean water area and the cleaning area, and the clean water area and the cleaning
area are integrally designed, so that the bucket body can store clean water and dirty water independently by only one bucket, and disassembling
and assembling are not required, thereby achieving less cost and disassembling and assembling labor than a case where two buckets are required.
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